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ABSTRACT

Architecture collections have been a mainstay for Special Collections and Archives
at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV SCA), since the late 1970s. Until 2017,
most architecture collections in Special Collections and Archives have consisted
of physical records. In recent years, curators began acquiring architecture collections with significant born-digital content, which present unique challenges different from other types of born-digital materials. This case study discusses how staff
adapted existing workflows for born-digital materials to process and describe two
collections comprised of born-digital architecture and design records. The authors
also describe how UNLV SCA provides access to proprietary design files through
the creation of access surrogates. Lessons learned from adapting workflows and
processing these collections are detailed, as well as future steps for continuing the
development of workflows and policies for managing born-digital architecture and
design records.

© Tammi Kim and Karla Irwin.
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n 1968, architects Robert Venturi, Denise Scott Brown, and Steven Izenour
brought nine architecture students, two planning students, and two graphic
design students to Las Vegas, Nevada, to study the “famous, if often derided”
architecture on the Las Vegas Strip.1 They published their findings in the 1972
book Learning from Las Vegas, which became a seminal text in architectural
theory.2 The book starts with the following sentence: “Learning from the existing landscape is a way of being revolutionary for an architect.”3 Similarly, the
authors of this article have approached the issue of learning how to manage
born-digital architecture and design records (hereafter referred to as “born-digital design records”) by adapting the existing digital preservation program and
workflows to accommodate new types of born-digital records at the University
of Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV).
Born-digital design records created during architectural projects can run
the gamut of file types, from simple text-based files to more complex threedimensional modeling files. The records that encompass the design process,
like artistic renderings, axonometric diagrams, and wireframes (just to name a
few), all present their own unique challenges for archivists to consider when it
comes to preservation, description, and access. These collections may contain
thousands of unique files that all play a role in the design process, and they
may also reference or directly link to physical materials. Beyond the challenge
of managing files created in proprietary environments, how can archivists apply
iterative workflows for arranging and describing these often large and complex
collections?
The learning curve around architecture and design records for archivists
can be an intimidating one. Ann R. E. Armstrong summed up the challenges
well when she stated that “The combined problems of immense volume, unstable storage medium and obsolete software and hardware add up to some very
touchy problems for the archivist to deal with.”4 The landscape of born-digital
design records is complex and continuously changing. The myriad of file types
can be intimidating to any institution, and most design software is dynamic and
proprietary, and unconcerned with interoperability or backward compatibility.5
This article will present two collections used to test out newly adapted
procedures: the Solar Decathlon Records (hereafter referred to as the “Solar
Decathlon collection”) and the John Levy Lighting Production, Inc. Records (hereafter referred to as the “Levy collection”). These collections represent the first
architecture collections UNLV Special Collections and Archives (SCA) acquired
that included a significant quantity and variety of born-digital design records.
This case study outlines steps taken by UNLV SCA to adapt its current
policies and practices, including workflows to convert proprietary design files
into neutral access files. Throughout this article, we will describe UNLV SCA’s
existing digital preservation program and discuss how workflows in place were
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utilized when processing the Solar Decathlon and Levy collections. We will discuss lessons learned and future steps for UNLV SCA to explore as it continues to
acquire born-digital design records and build its program.

One of the major changes to occur with born-digital design records is the
introduction of computer-aided design (CAD), which expedited the conceptual
and development processes for design. CAD software supports activities like
two-dimensional drafting and was originally marketed as an option to reducing
operating costs. Suddenly, a department of twenty drafters could be replaced
with just one of these machines.6 By the 1990s, CAD was ubiquitous, and more
firms began creating a major portion of their drawing and modeling records
using digital design software.7 However, different firms working in tandem on
a singular project may not all use the same version of the software, or even the
same types of software altogether. This has led to a swift accumulation of digital
files in varying formats, often redundant and repetitive in nature due to project
revisions over time. This problem became more apparent in recent years with
the increased dependence on digital design and frequent product updates, leading to a daunting increase of software types.8 The exponential growth of borndigital design records over the past six decades makes it critical for archivists to
consider long-term preservation, arrangement, description, ease of access, and
costs of maintaining accessibility.
The fourteenth edition of The Architect’s Handbook of Professional Practice
includes a section on records retention and archival records that can provide
guidance for both architects as well as records managers and archivists. The
handbook advocates for developing retention schedules that can be used to
assess records associated with completed projects when it comes to deciding
what to preserve. With regard to digital records, the handbook points to the
National CAD Standard (NCS) recommendation that files be archived in AutoCAD
14-DWG to ensure accessibility, usability, and accessibility.9
Although preservation file format standards have been developed and
adopted by the archival profession, many archivists may not have the technical
capability, appropriate staffing, or time to make conversions during ingest, not
to mention the problem of scalability when working with what may amount to
petabytes of data.10 Describing records in these formats requires staff to develop
knowledge of CAD software and its place in the design process. Understanding
basic commands, such as navigation within files and turning layers on and off
in files used with computer-aided design software, is also crucial. This knowledge is necessary for providing access to these records for both the computerdesign-savvy architect and the student inexperienced in reading design files.11
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Background on Architecture and Design Record Collections
at UNLV
Architecture has long been a collecting focus for UNLV SCA. Southern
Nevada, and Las Vegas in particular, is known for the constant revitalization
and reconstruction of its built environment. Major casinos and hotels located
on the Las Vegas Strip commonly undergo periodic makeovers and rebranding.
Las Vegas gained a reputation for building implosions, starting in 1993 with the
Dunes Hotel and continuing into the twenty-first century with the implosion of
the Riviera Hotel in 2016.13 To preserve the history of architecture and design in
this influential and vibrant region, UNLV SCA has collected physical drawings,
photographs, and associated documentation on architecture, urban planning,
and construction going back to the late 1970s. In recent years, UNLV SCA has
seen an increase in born-digital files donated as part of these architecture collections. The unique nature of born-digital files associated with architecture collections required UNLV SCA staff to look critically at their policies and workflows
and determine how to adapt their existing workflows to best process, preserve,
and provide access to born-digital design records.

Developing a Digital Preservation Program at UNLV
UNLV SCA began developing its born-digital workflows and improving its
digital preservation program in late 2014, following work already started at UNLV
Libraries by the Digital Collections and Systems departments.14 The goal in the
initial stages of the program was compliance with Level 1 of the National Digital
Stewardship Alliance (NDSA) Levels of Digital Preservation, with the aspiration
to eventually reach NDSA Level 4 and full compliance with the OAIS Reference
Model. Level 1 of the NDSA Levels of Digital Preservation calls for repositories
to “know their content,” while Level 4 indicates when a repository is able to
“sustain their content.”15 The OAIS Reference Model provides a framework for
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Management of design records can potentially take more time, expertise, labor,
and resources than archival repositories are capable of handling.
This need to find a workable solution for managing born-digital design
records was confirmed in a 2016 survey of architectural design record archivists
by the CAD/BIM task force of the Society of American Archivists’ Design Records
Section. Around 50 percent of survey respondents indicated that they had not
received formal training on how to manage born-digital design records. The
survey also demonstrates that best practices for managing born-digital design
records are still in development throughout the profession.12
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Table 1. UNLV SCA’s Born-Digital Workflow including Software and Resources Used
Set up collection
folders on O Drive*

Create three folders on O Drive within each collection folder:
• Originals (preservation masters)
• Masters (derivatives of “originals” used for processing)
• Access (use/service copy)

Set up events
documentation
folder on L Drive**

Create an “events” folder in collection folder to store documentation
including:
• Checksum files
• Metadata manifests
• Accessioning and processing notes and documents

Ingest source media

Connect to quarantined workstation using a write blocker
(Tableau Forensics T8u)
Conduct virus scan (Malwarebytes)
Create checksums and metadata manifest (NARA File Analyzer)

Secure copy source
media to “originals”

Copy files to “originals” folder (Beyond Compare)
Create checksums of “originals” (md5ummer or NARA File Analyzer)
Verify checksum files (Beyond Compare)

Processing and
description

Create derivative files from “originals” for “masters” folder
Run DROID File Analyzer (optional)
Appraise files, deduplicate, and create access surrogates (optional)
Add descriptive metadata to finding aid (UC Guidelines for Born Digital
Description)

Access

Access is provided on-site in the Special Collections and Archives
Reading Room
Future access will be provided via DAMS user interface

*The O drive is a networked server space within UNLV Libraries where born-digital files are ingested.
** The L drive is a networked server space for storing collection information, such as working files and gift
agreements.
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managing the preservation of born-digital content that has become the universal standard throughout the profession, while NDSA provides benchmarks that
guide repositories on what different levels of digital preservation look like. The
overarching goal was to build a practical, flexible, and realistic program that
would establish UNLV as a trusted steward of born-digital collections. A digital
preservation policy, authored by stakeholders across UNLV Libraries in 2018,
guides UNLV SCA’s work and decision-making, while also serving as a statement
of UNLV’s commitment to digital preservation.16
UNLV SCA worked with the Systems department to build a designated quarantined born-digital workstation with a selection of software used for ingesting
and processing born-digital files. The Systems department created two separate
shared network drives for UNLV SCA: one for processing born-digital files and
another to use as a digital vault for long-term storage. Once the hardware and
software were installed, staff began to test and develop initial workflows for
managing born-digital files. Table 1 illustrates the workflow developed by UNLV
SCA for accessioning, processing, and providing access to born-digital files.
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Adapting Policies and Workflows for Born-Digital Design Records
UNLV SCA began thinking about long-term policies and processes for managing born-digital design records in 2016 when UNLV Libraries launched Building
Las Vegas, a five-year, targeted initiative to identify, collect, and preserve evidence of the southern Nevada built environment. Knowing that the Building Las
Vegas initiative would very likely bring in complex design materials in digital
form, staff began planning how to preserve these historic records documenting
southern Nevada’s ever-changing landscape and considering options for making
them accessible for researchers.
Staff began reviewing the existing literature for guidelines and best practices to become familiar with born-digital design records and prepare for processing these materials. In addition to reviewing existing literature, UNLV SCA staff
attended webinars and classes from 2017 to 2018. Training included a Lyrasis
webinar titled “Introduction to Computer Aided Design (CAD) for Archivists”
and the Society of American Archivists two-day course, “Managing Physical and
Digital Architecture, Design, and Construction Records.” After staff gained some
basic competencies, the next step was updating UNLV SCA’s born-digital workstation to accommodate the complex file types anticipated with design records.
Staff worked with the Systems department to update the existing born-digital
workstation by adding a more powerful graphics card and ensuring that the
computer was equipped with ample processing speed and RAM. Recommended
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UNLV SCA’s file format policy preferences preserving the “original” copies
of files and recommends the creation of access files in a neutral file format.17 All
ingested and derivative files are permanently stored in the vault after ingesting
and processing are complete. The vault is then backed up to local networked
attached storage and cloud storage by the Systems department every quarter.18
Some published recommendations and guidelines call for the creation of
disk images.19 UNLV SCA’s born-digital policy does not mandate the creation
of disk images, except for special cases, such as if a donor specifically requests
recovery of files, or to maintain functionality of the files. UNLV SCA made this
decision based on the concern that the redundant server storage providing disk
images long term is fiscally and environmentally imprudent.
UNLV SCA’s current access policy allows users to access born-digital materials on-site in the reading room.20 Users must first consult with staff to identify
files they are interested in accessing. Files are then placed on a flash drive, and
users can view them using either their own or a designated computer in the
reading room. However, this current access policy will change when UNLV SCA
completes the development of a new digital asset management system (DAMS).
The new DAMS, built upon Islandora 8 and using Fedora as a backend repository, will allow users to download born-digital media in their native formats.
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FIGURE 1. PDF/E access surrogate of a partial exterior elevation of Caesars Palace. PDF/E allows users
to view and hide individual layers that are common in CAD files (from MS-00832 John Levy Lighting
Productions, Inc. Records, A3-02.pdf).
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specifications for a born-digital processing workstation includes having a multicore fast processor (ideally at least i7), 32–64 gigabytes of RAM, and a powerful
graphics card to work well with CAD files.21
Beyond updating software and hardware, donor guidelines were also
revised to include recommendations for architecture and design records. UNLV
SCA already sends a questionnaire to donors of born-digital acquisitions, but
staff decided to create a separate questionnaire with more detailed questions
tailored for engineering and architectural firms, which they adapted from a
questionnaire developed by the Canadian Centre for Architecture.22 UNLV
SCA’s born-digital description guidelines, which draw from the “University of
California’s Guidelines for Born-Digital Archival Description” (UC Guidelines),
was also updated.23 The UC Guidelines do not offer specific guidance for describing born-digital design files; however, UNLV SCA’s description guidelines require
certain descriptive elements such as extents (total gigabyte and file count), processor and processing information (including actions performed), access information, and physical characteristics and technical requirements. The latter was
essential, as this note details what files are not accessible due to lack of specific
design software in UNLV SCA.
Preservation and access file format recommendations for all the complex
file types that staff are likely to encounter were also added to the documentation. To create access versions of born-digital design records, UNLV SCA uses the
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PDF/E standard (ISO 24517-1:2008), a subset of the PDF file format designed for
engineering and technical documentation (see example in Figure 1).24 PDF/E can
contain two- and three-dimensional data, has built-in functionality for layers and
other features of CAD files, and can be accessed on a computer workstation without any specialized software. The drawback is that all data cannot be converted.25
PDF/E does not cover all the bases with its somewhat limited functionality, but
does provide a simple solution for providing access to digital surrogates.
Apart from the full Adobe Creative Suite, UNLV SCA made the decision not
to install any specialized software for accessing CAD files, such as Autodeskrelated software. Staff decided instead to explore the option of using other computer labs on campus already in possession of specialized software, such as the
Architecture Studies Library (ASL). This was a practical decision for UNLV SCA, as
the need and demand for using specialized software is unknown. As of this publication, no direct requests have been made to access CAD or building information
modeling (BIM) files from collections. In the future, UNLV SCA may also consider
the possibility of sharing licenses to CAD software with university partners or
acquiring copies of software from donors. Sharing licenses for educational purposes is considered fair use under intellectual property law, which makes this
option an attractive and cost-effective solution for accessing CAD files.26
UNLV SCA’s access policy permits researchers to request copies of the original file types in the event they own the proper software and prefer interacting
with the CAD file in their native environment. Another option for viewing CAD
files is using the free online AutoCAD viewer software in UNLV SCA’s reading room.27 Private and sensitive data can be a concern for CAD files, specifically copyrights for reproducing and displaying work reserved to architects, as
well as privacy for building and property owners. The possibility of personally
identifiable information may also exist in other documentation associated with
design projects. When processing drawings and renderings from gaming establishments, UNLV SCA must review restrictions related to security, such as where
money is routed and stored on an operational casino floor. This review requires
manual labor as automated tools that use natural language techniques, such as
Bulk Extractor, do not include the capability of identifying these risks.
Two different processing teams processed the two collections described in
this case study. The Solar Decathlon collection was the first collection processed
to use these newly adapted workflows and was processed by UNLV SCA’s accessioning archivist and a library fellow employed by an external department (processed late 2017–early 2018). The physical materials in the Levy collection were
processed by a project archivist in 2018. The same project archivist processed
the born-digital files in the Levy collection in 2019. Both collections employed
the same processing workflows but used different approaches to describe the
materials. The Solar Decathlon collection is described more broadly at the series
level, while the Levy collection, which included a detailed inventory provided
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Collection 1: UNLV Solar Decathlon Competition Records
The Solar Decathlon is an interdisciplinary international competition for
which collegiate teams design and build energy-efficient buildings. UNLV’s
team (Team Las Vegas) participated in the competition in 2013 and 2017. The
Solar Decathlon collection comprises over 2,200 digital files totaling 9.30 gigabytes that mainly represent records created by Team Las Vegas during the 2017
competition, such as the floor plan shown in Figure 2. Team Las Vegas’s entry,
Sinatra Living, was designed as an energy-efficient home specifically for the
aging community.

FIGURE 2. Concept 1 set, one of three available floor plans to build Sinatra Living (from UA-00075 University
of Nevada, Las Vegas Solar Decathlon Records)
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by the donor, is described more granularly at the item level. UNLV SCA has
generally applied minimal levels in finding aids to describe materials broadly
in groupings rather than at a more detailed file level.28 As a repository that
aims to achieve a baseline of minimal processing for all collections, describing
born-digital files in groupings allows staff to meet that goal. However, certain
collections that include donor-provided inventories (such is the case with the
Levy collection) or are rated as high value may warrant a more granular level
of description for born-digital materials.29 The context and decisions made for
processing and describing the collections are described as follows.
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Table 2. File Types and Formats Represented in UA-00075 University of Nevada,
Las Vegas Solar Decathlon Records
Format Name

Extension

Type

# File

3D Studio Scene

3ds

3D Image File

1

Rhino 3D Model

3dm

3D Image File

3

Simple 3D object

s3d

3D Image Files

1

SketchUp Document

skp

3D Image Files

4

Wavefront 3D Object File

obj

3D Image Files

1

MP3 Audio File

mp3

Audio Files

1

AutoCAD Drawing Database File

dwg

CAD Files

67

Drawing Exchange Format File

dxf

CAD Files

2

Comma Separated Values File

csv

Data Files

67

EnergyPlus Weather Data File

epw

Data Files

2

PowerPoint Open XML Presentation

pptx

Data Files

18

Revit Family File

rfa

Data Files

37

Revit Project file

rvt

Data Files

51

Ada Specification File

ads

Developer files

Acrobat PDF—Portable Document Format

pdf

Page Layout Files

911

Adobe InDesign Document File

indd

Page Layout Files

63

Adobe InDesign Markup Language File

idml

Page Layout Files

16

Adobe Photoshop Document

psd

Raster Image Files

76

Bitmap Image File

bmp

Raster Image Files

127

Graphical Interchange Format File

gif

Raster Image Files

4

JPEG File Interchange Format

jpeg/jpg

Raster Image Files

7

Portable Network Graphic

png

Raster Image Files

258

Tagged Image File Format

tif/tiff

Raster Image Files

5

Excel Open XML Macro-Enabled Spreadsheet

xlsm

Spreadsheet Files

13

Excel Spreadsheet

xls

Spreadsheet Files

2

Microsoft Excel Open XML Spreadsheet

xlsx

Spreadsheet Files

82

Data List

lst

Text Files

10
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Team Las Vegas created thousands of digital files for the 2017 competition,
including grant files, the competition application, construction documents,
design files for marketing and outreach, photographs, and many others (see file
types in Table 2). The files were saved on Google Drive so that team members
could easily share and upload files throughout the duration of the project.
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# File

sam

Text Files

21

Microsoft Word Document

doc

Text Files

28

Microsoft Word Open XML Document

docx

Text Files

290

Rich Text Format File

rtf

Text Files

3

Adobe Illustrator File

ai

Vector Image Files

103

Encapsulated PostScript File

eps

Vector Image Files

7

Scalable Vector Graphics File

svg

Vector Image Files

2

Visio Drawing

vsdx

Vector Image Files

2

Apple QuickTime Movie

mov

Video Files

2

MPEG-4 Video File

mp4

Video Files

11

At the end of the competition, Team Las Vegas contacted UNLV Libraries’
Scholarly Communication Initiatives (SCI) department about depositing its
records in the university’s online institutional repository (IR) and with the university archives, which is a part of UNLV SCA. SCI reached out to UNLV SCA to
begin conversations with the project team to discuss transfer of its records to
the university archives and also to find a method for widely providing access to
its records online.
Because UNLV SCA did not have an online interface for providing access to
born-digital files, staff from the two departments decided to work together to
select files for inclusion in the IR, which is managed by SCI. The IR preserves and
provides access to research output created by UNLV faculty and students. The
types of research output accepted for inclusion in the IR include journal articles,
conferences papers and presentations, monographs, posters, electronic theses
and dissertations, data sets, technical reports, and supplementary materials
such as audio, video, and images.30 Although including all of the working files
created by Team Las Vegas was technically out of scope with the IR’s submission
requirements, staff decided that using this existing option was the quickest way
for providing access to at least portions of Team Las Vegas’s records. UNLV SCA
was still in the preliminary planning stages for the DAMS at the time the collection was processed. Therefore, it was determined the IR, which includes an
online interface, was the best option for meeting the needs of Team Las Vegas
to highlight and provide access to at least a portion of its records.
At the time of this project, SCI was the home department to a two-year
early-career library fellow. The fellow’s work primarily focused on metadata
enrichment and interoperability projects; they also came to UNLV with a background in digital archives and collection management. The library fellow
worked with the accessioning archivist (who at the time also acted as the ad hoc
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FIGURE 3. Example of a complex folder and file path from UA-00075 University of Nevada, Las Vegas Solar
Decathlon Records
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curator for the university archives) to select files for the IR and create descriptive metadata, further enriching their fellowship experience.
The accessioning archivist and the SCI library fellow ingested and accessioned the Solar Decathlon collection following UNLV SCA’s revised workflow
for born-digital materials. They referred to the collection’s metadata manifest
created during ingest and virtually browsed through the files to get a sense
of what was in the collection. During this review process, the accessioning
archivist and the SCI library fellow discovered many duplicate files as well as
many other files with transactional and personally identifiable information,
such as vendor invoices, travel schedules, and team contact lists. Sources like
The Architect’s Handbook of Professional Practice and the Nevada System of Higher
Education records retention schedule recommend these types of files for destruction after they have met their retention period.31 Several files were subsequently
appraised, deduplicated, and weeded during this process.
To that end, the accessioning archivist and the SCI library fellow identified
five broad categories of files representative of research output, including the
competition application and proposal, slide decks and supplementary materials
presented to community stakeholders, final drawings and renderings of Sinatra
Living, marketing and outreach materials, and jury feedback from the competition itself. In the end, eighty-three files that fit within the parameters of the five
categories were selected for inclusion in the IR. Access copies of the selected
files were created as well as descriptive metadata for each of the files that fit
with the IR’s metadata requirements.32
Beyond the files selected and described for the IR, UNLV SCA also created
a finding aid for the Solar Decathlon collection. Although a portion of the collection was now processed and described at the item level in the IR, UNLV SCA
staff decided that, for the time being, they would not create access copies for the
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54

121

251

33

2

213

17
3

165

1
2
5

1
1

FIGURE 4. Solar Decathlon collection reader distribution map of records accessed from UNLV’s institutional
repository

entire collection. Staff also decided to describe the collection more broadly at
the series level for the finding aid. This decision was made partly because staff
decided that the complex file hierarchy (see Figure 3) represented in the Solar
Decathlon collection would not translate seamlessly into a logical inventory.
Another reason for not describing the Solar Decathlon collection more
granularly was lack of staff time. However, choosing to describe the collection
at the series level falls in line with UNLV SCA’s goal for achieving a baseline level
of arrangement and description by making sure all collections are minimally
processed upon accession with the possibility for more detailed, iterative processing at a later date. UNLV SCA staff may decide to revisit the Solar Decathlon
collection and assess further processing needs, such as any additional appraisal,
arrangement, and description. Although only a portion of Team Las Vegas’s files
are accessible online, overall, utilizing the IR to provide access has yielded a
positive outcome as the files have been cumulatively accessed by researchers
around the world over a thousand times between January 2019 and May 2020
(see Figure 4).

Collection 2: John Levy Lighting Production, Inc. Records
When it came time to process the Levy collection, UNLV SCA was fortunate
to leverage the expertise of a project archivist who was trained in architecture.
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Table 3. File Types and Formats Represented in UA-00075 University of Nevada,
Las Vegas Solar Decathlon Records
Format Name

Extension

Type

# File

SketchUp Document

skp

3D Image Files

2

Waveform Audio

wav

Audio Files

1

AutoCAD Compiled Shape/Font File

shx

CAD Files

307

AutoCAD Drawing

dwg

CAD Files

1932

Drawing Interchange File Format (ASCII)

dxf

CAD Files

36

Harvard Graphics Presentation

shw

Data Files

1

AutoCAD Plot Configuration File

pcp

Developer Files

4

AutoCAD Database File Locking Information

dwl

Misc Files

5

Acrobat PDF—Portable Document Format

pdf

Page Layout Files
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The project archivist first worked for UNLV SCA in the summer of 2016 through
a summer internship program designed specifically to introduce graduate students enrolled in UNLV’s School of Architecture to archival processing. As a
result of this program, hundreds of architectural drawings and their associated
records at UNLV SCA have been processed and made more discoverable and
usable by researchers.
In 2018, after graduating from UNLV with a master’s degree in architecture, the former graduate student was hired by UNLV SCA as a project archivist.
Their background knowledge and expertise in recognizing the functions of different architectural records was a major benefit when it came to processing the
Levy collection. This collection was acquired specifically as part of the Building
Las Vegas collecting initiative. The records include physical and digital architectural lighting drawings, electrical schematics and design details, conceptual
sketches, and artists’ renderings of projects developed by John Levy and his
company between 1992 and 2017 throughout the United States and Las Vegas.
Projects commissioned by Levy include Bally’s Las Vegas, Caesars Palace, the
Cosmopolitan Resort and Casino, the Flamingo Hilton, and the Stratosphere.
The born-digital records that came with the collection included 268 zip,
optical, and 3½-inch floppy disks totaling 2.5 gigabytes. Most digital files are
AutoCAD drawings from the 1990s, but a significant portion of drawings are in
the JPEG image file format, as well as project files in text documents, spreadsheets, and image files as shown in Table 3. Additionally, the collection contains
a hybrid of unique physical and digital materials that are complimentary and
cross-referenced. All in all, these records provide a good example the kinds of
materials archivists may encounter in a legacy collection from the 1990s when
CAD became the standard in design and architecture firms.33
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# File

pub

Page Layout Files

1

Adobe Photoshop

psd

Raster Image Files

81

Exchangeable Image File Format (Compressed)

jpg

Raster Image Files

15

JPEG File Interchange Format

jpg

Raster Image Files

111

Tagged Image File Format

tif

Raster Image Files

21

Windows Bitmap

bmp

Raster Image Files

1

AutoCAD Script

scr

Script Files

3

AutoCAD Colour-Dependant Plot Style Table

ctb

Settings Files

3

AutoCAD Font Mapping Table

fmp

Settings Files

5

Microsoft Excel Workbook (xls)

xls

Spreadsheet Files

Log File

log

Text Files

11

Microsoft Word for Windows Document

doc

Text Files

465

Plain Text File

txt

Text Files

21

CorelDraw Drawing

cdr

Vector Image Files

2

Hewlett Packard Vector Graphic Plotter File

plt

Vector Image Files

2

Hypertext Markup Language

htm

Web Files

7

127

To begin processing this complex collection, the project archivist used
a free, online AutoCAD viewer service created by Autodesk to view the architectural drawings and look for restricted content. Leveraging the expertise of
someone familiar with the various types of records associated with an architectural design project proved to be a major asset for refining procedures. Their
knowledge was crucial for helping staff understand and identify different CAD
and BIM file formats and explaining their functions.
The project archivist repurposed an item-level inventory supplied by
the donor to create the finding aid. The inventory included detailed descriptive metadata such as the project name and project and filing identification
numbers, dates, and locations. The inventory even noted which drawings were
born-digital and if they were stored on floppy disks and zip disks. A separate
inventory listed additional floppy disks. The collection, which was already wellorganized upon donation, made it straightforward for the project archivist to
rehouse, arrange, and describe the materials by project name. Access copies of
the born-digital files in the Levy collection were created and then intellectually
arranged and described at the file level by the project name. The existence of a
detailed inventory describing digital files also made the process of integrating
item-level descriptions of the born-digital files in the finding aid a seamless and
straightforward process.34
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UNLV SCA staff learned some key lessons from processing the Levy and
Solar Decathlon collections. One of the biggest takeaways is the importance of
communicating with records creators and appraising records before transfer,
if possible. Communication plays a key role when considering that financial
and environmental concerns necessitate selectivity in what archives choose
to preserve in a digital environment early in the life cycle of a collection. As
Pendergrass, Sampson, Walsh, and Alagna point out, “to reduce the environmental impacts of digital preservation, cultural heritage professionals must be
selective in their appraisal of digital content, critically examining the content
they deem worthy of long-term preservation to ensure that only content with
enduring value is permanently retained.”35
The benefits of early and active appraisal before transfer of records from
architectural and design firms cannot be understated. At this time, archivists
can advise donors on records retention and identifying what files should be
retained or destroyed prior to transfer. Archivists can also advise donors on
how to prepare their records, such as making sure files are in a stable format
and will not have compatibility issues. Educating donors on how to identify
records of enduring value so they can make appraisal decisions prior to transfer
also limits the time and resources archivists otherwise would need to spend
reviewing and weeding files during processing. Once records are transferred to
a repository, processing and preserving digital materials require a significant
investment in resources, including staff, time, and technological know-how, and
it can be “tempting to appraise content in a cursory manner.”36 UNLV SCA has
learned that it will have to be practical about what can be preserved while considering budget and digital preservation needs in addition to enduring value.
Another key lesson learned is the value of looking to units outside of
the archives to form collaborations for accessing proprietary design software.
Developing a partnership with the ASL made financial investment in proprietary design software (for processing and accessing) unnecessary. UNLV SCA also
now know it can partner with the ASL in the future to share licenses if it needs
to purchase additional design software. UNLV SCA’s partnership with SCI was
also useful for using an existing online access system to provide access to borndigital records, even if that system is not tailored specifically for born-digital
archives.
Staff also learned that recruiting a project archivist for the Levy collection
who had training and practical experience working in the architectural field
contributed greatly to the success of the project. Although the project archivist
had limited archival training, their knowledge and firsthand experience with
creating and managing design records proved invaluable. Their expertise taught
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UNLV SCA staff how to better understand the functions of different design
records, which helped greatly with tasks like appraisal.

UNLV SCA staff anticipate adjusting workflows and policies for managing
born-digital design records over time. They hope to implement a new born-digital curation system, like Archivematica,37 that will be incorporated into borndigital ingest and processing workflows and possibly become integrated with
the DAMS. UNLV SCA will also be able to assess web analytics to better understand what born-digital materials are accessed and how they are being used. In
the coming years, UNLV SCA may also implement a system like the Emulationas-a-Service Infrastructure (EaaSI).38 EaaSI provides access to legacy software in
an emulated computing environment via a web browser. UNLV SCA hopes that
using a system like EaaSI will replace the need to acquire and maintain at least
some of the software necessary to interact with CAD/BIM files.

Conclusion
Figuring out how to set up a program for managing born-digital design
records can be a daunting task. UNLV SCA learned that it can build upon existing policies and procedures to successfully manage born-digital design records.
At the end of the day, staff found it enough to upgrade the existing born-digital workstation and use common applications like Adobe Acrobat to create
access surrogates. Introductory education on managing architecture and design
archives also helped in adapting the existing digital preservation program to
accommodate born-digital design records. Adapting existing workflows is also
an ongoing, iterative process, and the complex diversity of born-digital file formats, technology, and standards means that UNLV SCA will continue to revisit
and revamp policies and procedures to better address preservation and access of
born-digital design records. Using resources like the IR to provide online access,
the expertise of architecture students, and software available at the ASL has
offered a few options and ways for UNLV SCA to integrate with existing workflows and policies. Going forward, the implementation of a flexible, customizable, open-source DAMS will also provide further opportunities for assessing
and adapting workflows to improve preservation, discoverability, and access to
born-digital design records.
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